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How to Cure Disease without Medicine 

        John Hern, hygienist 1892 

                     Air and Sun Baths                                             

‘Air and sun baths are recommended as good tonics. In taking 
them we expose the naked body to the combined action of the sun 
and air. They can be readily taken in summer in temperate cli-
mates such as ours. I believe they are very great strengtheners 
and am of the opinion that were the bodies of children exposed to 
the sun on warm sand or carpet, that it would strengthen very 
much. We cannot always say how things work, but we know from 
practical experience that they are useful. We may also observe how 
many animals are fond of basking in the sun and lying in its life -
giving rays.’ quote from John Hern’s book. 

In the 5th Century BC ,Hippocrates, the Ancient Greek physician  
recorded MELAS meaning dark and OMA meaning rumour but it 
was not until 1838 when Sir Robert Carswell, a  Scottish 
pathologist, was first credited with the term MELANOMA. 

Despite the sun being 
hidden by clouds and 
rain for many days  
early this summer, 
the UVA & UVB rays 
may still damage 
skin. In 1892 UV 
rays were apparently  
not widely, if at all,  
recognized as causing 
damage.  In 2023,    
displaying a naked body 
to sun and air would  
be difficult without  
receiving complaints of exposure from ’shocked’ onlookers. There 
are, of course nudist camps scattered throughout New Zealand. Ul-
tra violet radiation is a natural type of energy produced by the sun 
and also some artificial sources such as arc welders and tanning 
salons. 

Although light from the sun is visible and the heat from the sun is 
felt, UV rays are invisible. The Global Solar UV index measures the 
rays, from 0 (low) to11+ (extreme) and once levels are over 3, sun 
protection should be used but choose with care as some manufac-
turer’s claims cannot be justified.  

Enthusiastic plans for additions to the Coach House Museum con-
tinue into 2023. Rob Green from Kimbolton gave an interesting talk 
at smoko in August,2022  about his work rescuing old materials 
from early European buildings. As an example he used the old  
Reilly cottage in the Kawhatau Valley and plans are being format-
ted to provide such an attraction at the museum. 

Rob, originally from the U. K. has lived in Kimbolton for some 
years. A passionate woodworker, he has built huts (whares) using 
the tools of the time and salvaged usable material from old, decay-
ing buildings. Power drills and electricity are not used, instead hand 
tools such as hammer, axe, saw, an adze that also acts as a plane 
plus nails he has collected from old buildings and straightened for 
his own use.  Rob has never worked on what he terms ‘weetbix 
board’ . He believes future generations should be able to experi-
ence the lives of our ancestors not just from photographs and sto-
ries but being able to see, touch and understand how they lived.                                 

 

 

 

                                                                                                    

VOLUNTEERS...Yes, YOU! If you have stories 

(preferably true) to tell or write about living in this district, please 

phone Piki (3236401) or Val/Geoff ( 0278444331/ 021104703)  



As recorded by Bill  Abbiss 
(son of Joyce & Cecil Ab-
biss) March 2017. 

In 1950-51 Cecil     
Abbiss and Jim Perry 
were building new 
homes at the same 
time. Both were      
purchasing heart    
totara timber from a 
sawmiller, Jack Bisha-
ra, west of           
Taumaranui. 

A large burr was cut 
from a very large to-

tara log. Jack Bishara regarded both men as very good customers 
and offered half a burr to Cecil Abbiss and half to Jim Perry. Bill re-
calls it took four men to lift the half burr on top of a load of timber 

on Cecil Abbott’s 
truck. 

The Abbiss burr was 
stored in a loft above 
the old cowshed at 
“Silverton’   Halcombe 
for a total of 66 years. 
Bill Abbiss brought the 
burr to Feilding on his 
retirement from 
‘Silverton’ April 2013. 
The burr was sawn 
into three sections by 
David Christianson, 
Feilding, who had a 
large Stihl chainsaw 

with guide rails to cut the sections exactly parallel. Jones Joinery 
Factory, Feilding, removed the chainsaw grooves with their large  
commercial sander. 

 

The three burr sections were 
then made into three tables by 
Alan    Perry. These tables are a 
credit to Alan with his     talent 
for  furniture making.Alan de-
signed and finished the three ta-
bles using recycled heart Rimu 
and Kauri. ( It was Alan’s father, 
Jim Perry, who owned the other 
half burr and made up their half 
into tables for the Perry family.) 
Bill kept the larger table with the 
other two given to Michael (son) 
and Jane (daughter) 

NB: Bill doubts a totara tree of 
such a hugh size would be al-
lowed to be felled now as it is 
against the law in New Zealand. 
This makes the tables quite 
unique and, as they are individu-
ally crafted, tables of this kind 
may never be seen again. 


